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It is only natural that after sampling their wines, a visit to nearby Bodegas Trapiche is an
order.  Housed in one of the oldest surviving buildings in Mendoza, the winery thrived
because of its proximity to the railroads, especially in an era where Argentine winemakers’
focus was on table wine for the domestic market. While the main building is restored with
recycled materials, winemakers also point out sustainable farming is a major part of their
success in producing a prolific portfolio of wines, which include the Trapiche Origen
Torrontes (a delicate, core fruit-tinged white) and Trapiche Medalla 2005 Malbec (strong
berries and a peppery finish).

After a nap or rejuvenating shopping trip around Sarmiento and San Martin Avenues, cap
off the day with a trip to Winery (which could be described as the Tiffany’s of wine shops)
and adjacent El 23 Gran Bar. Though this former home of a Mendoza governor also
bears the “Food 4 Wine” seal, it translates the Almacen del Sur’s culinary language into a
more urbane dialect. Spanish tapas kick off the meal, teamed with Fond de Cave Reserva
Capbernet Franc. Though an Argentine beef fillet is tempting, I opt for a sweet potato pie,
filled with vegetables and ground beef that is an Argentine hybrid of Greek Moussaka and
Shepherd’s Pie, paired with Trapiche’s Coleccion Roble 2007 Malbec. To finish the meal, I
select a layered rice pudding variation on dulce-de-leche, topped with Cinnamon Ice
Cream and teamed either with the honey-sweet Trapiche Fond de Cave 2006 Reserve
Tardive (late harvest).

At Bodega Familia Zuccardi, you’re not simply there for a tour.  You become a part of the
family, which offers visitors far more than just the (now) routine tasting room and gourmet
restaurant. In fact, its best to set aside an entire day at this wonderful complex, which
stages tours of the estate by bike, hot air balloon or vintage car, as well as opportunities to
work in the vineyards or cook artisanal meals in their kitchen.  My group tours the Bodega
by bike, coursing from one end of the vineyards to the olive oil production plant.

Written by Elyse Glickman
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In the same way some young men show off their car and its inner workings, Miguel
Zuccardi delights in the state-of-the art Italian equipment used to transform varietal olives
into gourmet oils that have won awards in U.S. fancy food competitions.  He then engages
guests in a sampling that is as complex as wine tasting.  Fueled with his artisanal olive oil,
we drive our bikes to the other extreme of the winery where another guide greets us with
protective goggles and clippers.  He provides us with direct instructions (as to not wound
the precious vines) and sends us off to prune alongside seasoned veterans.

Between branches in the vineyards, artfully positioned signs detail the different varietals,
from the Argentine Malbec grape, to Tempranillo (originating in Spain’s Rioja region),
Chardonnay, Syrah, Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Grigio.  Other signs detail methods used
to farm, cultivate and harvest the grapes.  After about two hours of fulfilling manual work
and study on wine-making, guests rewarded with chilled glasses of Rose Brut and Extra
Brut from Zuccardi’s Santa Julia range.

While the Bodega’s wines enjoy an excellent international reputation, locals frequent the
restaurant for its authentic Argentine barbeque. The feast not only showcases famed
Argentine beef, but also pork, chicken and sausages slow cooked over the course of three
or more hours. While the expert griller takes his sweet time attaining perfection with a very
simple marinade recipe, the best beef, cheese and onion empanadas in Argentina are
reaching crisp perfection in the outdoor brick oven and Chef Matiás Aldasoro is laying out
a fragrant gnocchi dish and other sides.

Sizzling steak, chicken, pork and sausages are accompanied with Zuccardi Q 2005
Tempranillo, a good companion for Spanish tapas and hams according to winery head
and patriarch Jose Alberto Zuccardi.  The nose of the wine is grapey like Rioja, then
follows through with a peppery mouth and a mellow finish. Zuccardi’s answer to a family
dinner concludes with with the Mandarin Mousse, and a late harvest 2005 Malbec from
the Zuccardi’s Malamado line, lighter than port but with the same rich, caramel-y flavor
with hints of anise, grapes and black currant.
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